VALUE CONSULTING
TRANSITION MANAGEMENT

WHY CANNON:

TRANSITION MANAGEMENT

• Uncover inefficiencies

Effective project management has become critical to the success of a well-maintained
IT infrastructure. More and more businesses are waking up to the idea that highly
efficient project management practices support business objectives, while poorly
managed projects lead to wasted money, resources and time.

• Reduce spend
• Manage usage
• Improve IT cost transparency
• Maintain control over
IT budget

Organizations often struggle when it comes to managing complex IT transitions. Projects of
this nature are not for the faint of heart; they typically require a deep knowledge of advanced
technology concepts to ensure a smooth transition that delivers minimal disruption to the
organization, the staff and the budget. That’s where Cannon Group comes in.
Cannon Group’s seasoned project managers have been helping clients manage complex
transitions and conversions for more than a decade. Our team can help you manage:
• Technology migrations
• Implementations of new systems, solutions or services
• Technology upgrades
• IT-related activities associated with an acquisition or divestiture
• Implementations of new systems, solutions or services

What makes Cannon Group different?
We are your project manager, not the provider’s. This allows you to keep your staff on
other projects that impact the business. Our project managers’ expertise spans a wide
range of projects, including:
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Vendor conversions
Circuit type changes, such as ethernet
Workstations
Printer solutions
Global transitions
Microsoft Teams PSTN Calling 		
conversions

3 Email migrations
3 Conferencing conversions, such as
Microsoft Teams
3 Contact Center (CCaaS)
3 Expense management software
3 Mobility management software
3 UCaaS/phone system implementation

At A Glance
960C Harvest Drive, Suite 100
Blue Bell, PA 19422
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888.226.6161
#ThisIsCannon

With 20+ years of transformational technology expertise, Cannon Group offers the vision
and expertise to help you improve productivity and identify opportunities for savings in
your IT environment.
Areas of Expertise:
Value Consulting: Negotiation expertise
and market intelligence plus expert project
management for seamless IT transitions

Fully Managed IT Services: End-to-end
technology management services

Expense Management: Cost optimization
through proactive expense management
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Cannon Group: Transforming business through IT efficiency

